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LE CHANT DE LA NUIT AND
ILPLEURE DANS MON COEUR
by David J. Eccott

In his very scholarly article on Oskar Fried (Delius Society Journal 86), Lewis
Foreman drew attention to certain facets still remaining to be investigated
regarding Delius. One of these, to use Foreman's words, 'is the assessment of
Delius's music alongside that of his contemporaries where they have similar
titles or use of words', In my own article on Florent Schmitt (Journal 111). I
mentioned two works by Schmitt which fulfil Lewis Foreman's criteria: the
choral work Le Chant de la Nuit and the song Il pleure dons mon coeur. The
former is probably the more important of the two, so we shall inve.stigate this
first of all.
Lewis Foreman's article proceeds to specify two other composers besides Fried
who, like Delius, drew inspiration from the works of Friedrich Nietzsche.
Because of the neglect that Schmitt has suffered it is not generally realised
that this prolific composer and friend of Delius also used a Nietzschean text
as the basis for one of his works. Although it is not one of his major
compositions, the words are taken from 'Thus spoke Zarathustra' which of course
was set by Delius in the Mass of Life and is of great importance because of
this. In spite of being written in the late 1940s (over 40 years after Delius's
composition), the very fact that the setting is by a French composer and not,
as is usually associated with the text. one of Anglo-Germanic orientation, is
in itself intriguing and also makes one eager to discover more regarding
Schmitfs treatment ofthe narrative.
Nietzsche's 'Zarathustra' consists offour sections each comprising a number of
discourses and prose-poems. The Night Song' constitutes the ninth discourse of
the second section and as such forms the fifth and final section of part one of
Delius's Mass of L({e. It is this prose-poem which Schmitt also chose for his
hymn to the night, using a French translation ofthe original German.
Le Chant de la Nuit lasts for approximately ten minutes and was designed to
be performed by chorus and orchestra or by four mixed voices with piano
accompaniment. The latter constitutes the vocal score which I shall use as a
source for this article as I have not studied the full orchestral version
which, although published by Durand, is only available on hire. As with any
piano score, it is always difficult - if not impossible - to realise the full
tenor of a work stripped of its orchestral dressing. However, we will hopefully
be able to gain sufficient insight into the mood and style of the piece. Yves
Hucher's catalogue does list the original instrumentation which, considering
the short duration, is unusually large: double woodwind (plus cor anglais, bass
clarinet and contrabassoon), full brass, per.cussion, harp and strings.
Delius only uses the first four stanzas of Nietzsche's 'Night Song'
(beginning with 'Night reigneth' up until 'But this is my solitude, that I am
girded round with light'). He then plucks a line from the central part of the
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narrative ('Oh solitude of all givers') before closing with the final four
stanzas which are very similar to the first four. Schmitt also uses the first
four stanzas as the basis for his composition, so it is therefore almost
identical to Delius's work in its narrative content. Of course, it is quite
possible and indeed likely that Schmitt knew of Delius's Mass of Life and may
even have seen the score at some point. However, if we are expecting some
dedication to Delius we are to be disappointed, for the title page bears the
designation 'Ode a Frederic Chopin'.
If Schmitt was familiar with Delius's 'Night Song' he resists any temptation
to borrow from it. Listening to the piece in performance, instead of the gentle
sway of the 6/4 triads which we know so well, we would be straining our ears to
perceive the dirge-like march that would emerge somewhere in the depths of the
orchestral basses [Ex. I].
Also strange would be the first entry of the chorus with the words '11 fait
nuif instead of the familiar 'Nacht ist es' now transferred from whispering
basses to the soprano line whilst the other three voices remain wordless,
juxtaposed against a sudden ripple in the instrumental accompaniment. But it is
to be the march theme that forms the crux of the work and, picking up its
threads the voices again enter one by one in a solemn fugal procession. Various
illuminated high-points are reached at appropriate places in the dialogue,
especially so when arriving at the words 'Only now do all songs of lovers
awaken' - but each time the march returns to pursue its restless trudge through
the night. As with Delius, the tension begins to mount with the words The
ne'er to be requited dwells in me that for utterance clamours', and now the
march theme is heardforte in the major key [Ex. 2].
This triumphal mode continues throughout the passage 'A craving for love is
in me, that itself speaks the language of love' whereupon a climax is reached,
after which the intensity begins to subside. To complete his setting Schmitt
returns to the first line of the poem before concluding with an echo of 'Night
reigneth' in a passage of haunting mystery and beauty which is in complete
contrast to the rather Germanic nature of the central section of the work
[Ex.3].
For the final eight bars the music passes through a series of unexpected
chromaticisms before resolving onto a root position chord of C major
overlaid with its 6th and 9th degrees, the chorus instructed to sing 'bouche
fermee'.
As Lewis Foreman pointed out with regard to Fried's Das trunkene lied, 'we
are so familiar with Delius's setting of these words that it is difficult to
admit another'. The same applies here and I have to concede that in spite of
my enthusiasm for Schmitt's music, it is difficult upon studying the vocal
score of Le Chant de la Nuit - especially with Delius's marvellous evocation of
the night constantly in my mind - totally to accept Schmitt's setting. Having
said that, Schmitt's conception contains many poetically revealing passages. It
is sympathetic to the sentiments expressed by Nietzsche and is therefore more
than worthy of a concert performance. This, with Schmitfs masterly
orchestration to heighten the mood, is the only medium for a true assessment of
the work.
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Another work of Schmitt's which would be interesting to hear alongside its
Delian counterpart and would not require anything like such large forces to
perform, is the song 11 pleure dans mon coeur. Originally a poem by Paul
Verlaine, it forms No 1 of Delius's Two Songs to words by Verlaine' and No 2
of Schmitt's Trois Melodies'. The interesting point here is that both
composers made their setting in the same year, 1895, which was soon after their
first meeting. It is actually one of Schmitt's earliest published compositions
(op 4), but in spite of that the music contains some very mature qualities, a
firmly wrought melody line and some rather interesting harmonies. The sensitive
languishing of Delius's song is equally matched by the virtually prentice
Schmitt.
11 pleure dans mon coeur was also set seven years earlier in 1888 by Debussy,
and it is interesting to discover that contrary to what one may expect
Schmitt's setting is closer to that of Delius's in spirit than to Debussy.
Rather than from Tears fall within mine heart', Debussy seems to draw his
inspiration from the second verse of the poem which begins with the words '0
sweet fall of the rain upon the earth and roofs'. He even prefaces his score
with a quotation from Rimbaud: '11 pleut doucement sur la ville' and the gentle
patter of the semiquaver figurations are reminiscent of an impressionist
painting in which the vague outline of a lonely, heart-broken figure is seen
wandering through the drizzly rain. Delius and Schmitt on the other hand, are
more attracted to pensive melancholy expressed in the poem, their gentle quaver
movements being more suggestive of tender tears; Schmitt even adds the
direction 'sweet and light like tear drops'. Feelings of languor and sorrow are
effectively expressed in the opening bars of both Delius's and Schmitt's song.
Note also the similar use of the minor 7th chord: Bb Db F Ab in Delius and
BD F# Ain Schmitt [Ex.4].
In each case the opening mate·rial is used to generate the ensuing mood and
harmonic content. For instance, in the following example during the passage set
to the words 'Unto an heart in pain, 0 music of the rain' both Delius and
Schmitt produce a very plaintive effect simply by extending the opening subject
matter.
Regarding the perfect coincidence of the timing and the fact that the two
composers knew each other well in that year, it is indeed interesting to see
how they each reflect in their individual styles the mood expressed in the same
poem [Exx. 5 & 6].
MUSIC EXAMPLES

EX. 1
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REVIEWS
FREDERICK DELIUS Piano Concerto in C minor (hitherto-unpublished 3movement version, as performed in 1904). 2-piano score by Julius Buths. Introducedandpreparedforpublication by RobertThrelfall. De1iusTrust 1990.£14.95.
Poem ofLife and Love. Arrangement for 2 pianos by H Balfour Gardiner (completed by Eric Fenby, 1928). Introduced and prepared for publication by Robert
Threlfall. Delius Trust 1992. £10.95.
These two publications of unusual interest strictly lie outside the terms of
the Collected Edition and for that reason have not been issued in the nUITlbered
sequence of 33 volumes. Here we have two works better known in and indeed
superseded by much revised versions.
First is the Piano Concerto. Robert Threlfall's scholarly note traces the
genesis of this work, its inspiration quite likely having been the favourable
London reception ofGrieg's concerto in 1888 at a Philharmonic Society concert
which Delius attended. There followed various attempts at a work for piano and
orchestra, amongst them a Fantasie pour Piano & Orchestre, a piece entitled
Legendes (Sagen), and another Fantasyfor Orchestra and Pianofone which is the
earliest version of what eventually became the Concerto in C minor. The first
performed version ofthe Concerto, with Julius Buths as soloist underHans Haym
at Elberfeld in 1904, was in three movements. By the time the final version was
first heard, at a 1907 Promenade Concert under Henry Wood, the soloist Theodor
Szanto had assisted the composer in making some drastic revisions, recasting
the work in the familiarthree-in-one-movement mould.
This spiral-bound edition enables us to investigate the 1904 version through
Buths' 2-piano reduction. The most obvious difference is the third movement
which was later rejected in its entirety, although the cadenza theme at letter
R was in time to do service in the Violin Concerto, in the slow movement's
cadenza. The influence ofGrieg looms large in all versions.
Out of all Delius's works from his years of maturity, there is one that has
never achieved a performance, the Poem of Life and Love. It was, of course,
much quarried for A Song of Summer and in that form emerged as a finer work.
Even the manuscript score of the Poem was thought to be defective until a
substantial part of it turned up in the Beecham Accession to the Delius Trust
in 1982. Eric Fenby's first task soon after his arrival at Grez had been to
complete a two-pi~no arrangement started by Balfour Gardiner. One remembers in
the Ken Russell film the courage of the young Fenby in criticising the piece as
he played it through to Delius. As he has himself written, 'I soon warmed up to
my difficult task, and found myself criticising the work fearlessly.' On first
looking through the score he had been 'hopelessly disappointed. It was true
there were some lovely passages here and there, but the work might have been
written by a student in Delius's manner.' As everyone who has seen the film
knows, a new opening was dictated for A Song of Summer, and with this
publication of the 2-piano reduction of the Poem we can now find for ourselves
how much of the one work became the other. In this case a second pianist's copy
is included.
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Robert Threlfall's historical note throws some interesting light on the
origin of the work's title and how, when Delius had just completed it in 1918,
Jelka could refer to it as 'his Symphony'. Lionel Carley has pointed out that
Edvard Munch, in a note on his Life Frieze series of paintings exhibited in
Oslo that same year, had written that it was 'intended to be a poem on life,
love [and death]', adding later that when shown together 'they become a
symphony'. If a venue with two pianos could be found, what a fascinating
Society evening could be arranged with a play-through of both of these works!
S.F.S.L.
FREDERICK DELIUS A Musical Notebook, in annotated facsimile and as
transcribed by RobertTh relfal!. Issued by the Deli us Trust to mark the completion
ofthe Collected Edition. London 1993. Limited edition of 1,000 numbered copies.
ISBN 0 95026538 1. £29.50
Robert Threlfall's amazing industry continues apace! Far from resting after
completing the Collected Edition, he puts us further in his debt with this
excursion into relatively uncharted waters of Delian research - the musical
notebooks, in which ideas, scraps of themes, chordal progressions, harmonic
sequences and the like were jotted down in pencil or ink for possible later
development. As Robert tells us in his Introduction, no less than twelve such
notebooks used by Delius at various times are known still to exist. The first
four relate to his Leipzig period. Two of the remaining eight are in the
Grainger Museum. Melbourne.
This 24-page 12-stave notebook* was amongst the Beecham Accession to the
Delius Trust in 1982. In this limited edition, consisting of two slim volumes
of transverse A4 size in a card slip case, the first volume is an annotated
facsimile of the notebook. with the original occupying about two-thirds of the
page area, and the border providing where possible details of identification.
The second- volume is identical in content to the first but with the music set
full-page in type, making it the more easily playable at the piano.
Most of the entries are fragmentary. Certain bars or staves relate to clearly
identifiable works such as Sea Drift, A Mass of Life and Cynara, while other
ideas are possibly for works contemplated but not continued with. Some pages or
lines have distinct headings, including 'Zarathustra' (A Mass of Life), 'Modern
Requiem' (that turns out to be Sea Drift), Whitman titles The Song of Myself
and The Song of the Open Road', and The Song of the sea - The song of the
Woods' above music as yet unidentified. Occasionally, too, a clue is given by a
line of text written next to the staff. Some chords are ringed. Towards the end
of the notebook, three staves with a simple unharmonised tune might well
representJelka's first efforts as amanuensis in the early 1920s.
This latest Trust publication allows us the rare privilege of entering the
composer's workshop and sampling his harmonic musings.
*Item 4, p.195 in 'ASupplementtotheCqtalogueofthe MusicArchiveoftheDelius
Trust' in Robert Threlfall's Frederick Delius: A Supplementary Catalogue. One
page ofthis notebook is reproduced on p.194.

S.F.S.L.
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A SOURCE GUIDE TO THE MUSIC OF PERCY GRAINGER edited by
Thomas P Lewis. Pro/Am Music Resources Inc., White Plains. New York. Kahn &
AverilL London. ISBN 0-12483-56-3 (US) 1-871082-22-6 (UK) 356pp. £16.95 (US $35).
Anyone attempting to compile a Grainger catalogue is faced with innumerable
problems. While the intentions behind this Guide maybe admirable. itcannotbe
said that the problems posed by the complexities of Grainger's ouput have been
solved. The end result is a Guide that is insufficiently comprehensive and
thorough to be reliable as a prime source. and, with a layout that is not
altogether helpful. one that is occasionally infuriating for the user.
There are six sections. The first of 'Biographical!Artistic Vignettes'.
comprises twenty articles. four of them by Grainger himself. Of undoubted
interest each would have benefited from a brief introduction. giving the
author's credentials, and further editorial input. The short 'Grainger on
Grieg' section. for example. makes use of Percy"s 1957 Musical Times tribute as
it appeared in volume IX of the Grainger Society Journal. Lewis credits this
later source but does not inform the reader that he has reprinted only half the
original article. Completely overlooked is Percy"s 1907 Musical Times 'Personal
recollections of Grieg' that is not listed in the bibliography. Incidentally,
it is quite untrue to suggest as does the first 'vignette'. that the Frankfurt
Group 'were united in their total abhorrence of anything German'. Beethoven's
music maybe, but the other members of the Group had in different ways a
fondness for the country and its culture. Balfour Gardiner and Cyril Scott in
particular both had a special affection for Germany.
The next two sections. a Catalogue of Works and Locations of Scores. could
more usefully and more simply have been amalgamated. Possibly the most useful
section consists of Program(me] Notes, taken from any available source - the
composer's own published note in the score, concert programmes. record sleeves,
and so on. All the works, including Grainger's arrangements of pieces by other
composers, are presented alphabetically, from Air and Dance to Zanzibar Boat
Song. It would have been helpful had Grainger's own writings been more easily
identifiable through use of a different font or lay-out and relying in some
instances solely on other people's writings does not always provide sufficient
information. The brief entry on Grainger's Brigg Fair makes no reference to
Delius's orchestral version and the relationship between the two works. That is
worth a footnote at least or a cross-reference to its mention in one of the
earlier essays, there being no general index. This is furthermore by no means a
complete listing; one searches in vain. for example, for information on
Grainger'smasterly expansion of Balfour Gardiner's Movementfor Strings. If a
programme note could not be found (one exists), an editorial entry would have
filled the gap.
The fifth section, Discographies, lists first the recordings of Grainger's
music performed by others, and then his own recordings. Here again the whole
section would have benefited from considerable simplification. Little attempt
has been made to date recordings. neither is it often made clear whether
multiple entries of the same work originated from the same source. On pages
311-2 six recordings of the Grieg Concerto are listed, leaving the reader to
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hunt elsewhere to identify the performances. Such vague listings are not just
unhelpful, they become infuriating. At page 311 the running-head goes astray
and confuses Discographies with the last section, Books and Articles. This,
like the fourth section, does provide a valuable service, though an unfortunate
omission is of a number of books primarily concerned with close acquaintances
of Grainger's in which he is substantially represented, for example Lionel
Carley's Delius: A Life In Letters (2 vols.) which contains no less than 34
letters between Delius and Grainger. and the biography of Gervase Elwes in
which some ofPercy's Lincolnshire folk-song collecting is memorably recounted.
Living at White Plains. Thomas Lewis has doubtless had access to a wealth of
material, but merely amassing earlier writings and assembling it all in book
form without sufficient editorial input can cause more confusion than help.
Three random quibbles by way ofexamples. The entry on page 149 for the English
Dance quotes three different sources. each giving a different date for the
final orchestral version. Another example - a small point perhaps, but
representative of the general lack of thoroughness - is found on pages 72-3
where the two photographs of Grainger with Delius are casually dated as
'1920s'. Since they also appeared in the first edition of John Bird's Percy
Grainger. in Robert Simon's Percy Grainger: The Pictorial Biography, in Lionel
Carley's Delius: A Life in Letters Volume Two, and in The Percy Grainger
Companion edited by Lewis Foreman. and were there not only given the correct
year (1923) but in some cases pinpointed to the very day. it would surely have
required very little effort to check this detail.
I had occasion to put the Guide to a practical test. Having learnt elsewhere
that Grainger was one of several guest artists at Dan Godfrey's Benefit Concert
at Bournemouth on 3 February 1906 when Stanford conducted his Four Irish
Dances, I wondered whether Percy's piano transcriptions of those dances could
have been inspired by that hearing. The Guide gives no date for when these
arrangements were made (which indeed may not be known) but offers 1916 as the
date of publication. However Kay Dreyfus's Grainger Museum Catalogue 1 is far
more helpful, suggesting c. 1907-8 for the first English edition with another
in 1912. and American publication following in 1916. Similarly, checking Brigg
Fair to determine whether Delius could have seen a printed score of Grainger's
setting before composing his own rhapsody in 1907, the Guide suggests 1911 as
the earliest date of publication (in its revised version) while Dreyfus more
reliably gives c.1906. One therefore feels reluctant to use this Guide as a
trustworthy source before first checking other catalogues, a procedure that
rather negates its value.
As a reference tool this Guide would probably have been more usable had it
been arranged throughout by work title. with each entry sub-divided for details
ofcomposition and publication. manuscript source, programme notes, recording
details, bibliographical references, and any additional information. There is,
of course, much in it that one is pleased to have. and it would be ungrateful
not to recognise the considerable work that has gone into its compilation. even
if for this reviewer at least it falls short of expectations. Twenty-two
illustrations are a welcome addition to the text.
S.F.S.L.
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SORABJI: ACritical Celebration edited by Paul Rapoport with contributions by
Paul Rapoport Alistair Hinton, Frank Holliday, Kenneth Derus, Nazlin
Bhimani, Michael Habermann, Geoffrey Douglas Madge and March-Andre
Roberge. 512pp. Scolar Press. £45.
When, in March 1936, the pianist John Tobin gave that now infamous performance
of part of Opus c1avicembalisticum, had he in fact rendered its composer a
disservice? Sorabji had not been present but on the report from a friend that
the work had been unduly laboured, he slapped down a musical fatwah, forbidding
any further performances of his works. And so it remained until in the
'seventies friends persuaded him to change his mind. Was this the excuse he
needed to shield himself from the public's incomprehension of his
extraordinarily difficult music and the inevitable critical reaction? What
course would Sorabji's reputation have taken had that ban never been imposed?
More importantly, how might his music have developed ifhe had allowed some of
the musical giants to tackle his scores within his hearing? Up until the ban,
performances had been fewin number and nearly all ofthem had the composer as
soloist.
Kaikhosru Shapurji Sorabji (1892-1988) has remained a cult figure, with a
reputation understandably based largely on ignorance but aided and abetted by
his prickly personality. This scrupulously documented volume not only unravels
the truths and the myths about the man but provides an insight into the
complexities of his music. In short. it contains all that one might want to
know, with contributions from two notable exponents, Michael Habermann and
Geoffrey Douglas Madge. There is, too, something to interest Delians.
A close correspondent of Sorabji's for several years was Philip Heseltine.
One substantial chapter (60 pages) deals with one side of this correspondence,
covering the years 1913-17 and 1920-22 - only one side because Sorabji
destroyed his letters from Heseltine. Even so, the remaining half proved too
lengthy to make complete publication practicable in this volume.
In January 1914 Sorabji heard Mengelberg give the first British performances
of The first cuckoo and Summer night on the river and he described them to
Heseltine as 'exquisite dreams of beauty'. In September the same year he wrote:
'I am attempting - how you wi11jeer!! - a piano arrangement of "In a Summer
Garden". Have got as far as [16] where it gets so big that one pair of hands
cannot cope satisfactorily with it, though I am trying to manoeuvre it so that
they can. It is an exquisite work ... It is always a matter of great regret
to me that Mr Delius should have wasted such glorious music on the preposterous
drivel and senseless stuff of Nietzsche's Zarathustra.' (Interestingly enough,
Heseltine had already arranged In a summer garden for piano duet, and was later
to make a version for solo piano. Sorabji's transcription, his first known
essay for piano, has not been found and may have been left incomplete.)
Whatever notoriety Sorabji earned as the composer of unperformed works of
enormous length and difficulty to match, with his rich and· often vitriolic
prose he established quite a name for himself as a critic. This book devotes
two chapters to his music criticism and other writings, which include his two
published books, Around Music and Mi contraJa. To the lavish praise he heaped
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on Delius which is quoted in this volume. one can add two further examples that
have not been included. A letter from critic and friend Clinton Gray-Frisk to
the March 1933 Musical Times (p.261) quotes Sorabji writing in The New Age:
The Delius Festival [of 1929] is an ever-increasing, triumphant and complete
vindication of the composer's title to a place among the supreme masters. Only
thus can the ordinary music-lover realise the extent. the variety, the richness
of his genius; for such a test is an ordeal by fire - either the composer
emerges gloriously or not at all.' And in the same journal's February 1924
issue. in an article entitled 'On Neglected Works', he writes: 'I now come to
one of the most flagrant instances of all [of neglect] - that of a composer
who, if not a British composer in the literal sense of the word, is so great
that this country is glad enough to stretch the very scanty claim she has to
him to breaking-point - Delius. I shall of course be told of sporadic and
regularly execrable performances of the Dance Rhapsody (No 1) and Brigg Fair;
but what of years at a stretch empty of performances of the Mass of Life, Seadrift, or the Arabesque, works of supreme genius, beauty, and power?'
There is no evidence of the two having ever met. but when in 1930 Sorabji
gave what was possibly his only broadcast recitaL of Le Jardin parfume, Delius
wrote a complimentary letter (reproduced in Journal 109). Amongst Sorabji's
last works was a piece for flute and string quartet. Il tessuto d'arabeschi,
commissioned by Norman Gentieu for the Philadelphia Branch of the Delius
Society (Journal 77. pA) and dedicated to the memory of Delius.
This important book, a very considerable achievement for all concerned. also
includes a detailed work list a bibliography, a list of recordings (amongst
them some taped privately by Sorabji himself), and a chronology of known
performances. Essential reading for the enthusiast. anyone interested in this
curious figure should investigate what will obviously become the standard work
on its subject for many years.
S.F.S.L.

THE YOUNG PIANISTS DELIUS: IOpiecesfrom themusicofFrederickDelius
arranged for piano solo by Ronald Stevenson: Dance from Dance Rhapsody No 1,
tune from Brigg Fair, La Calinda, Serenade from Hassan, The Cuckoo from On
hearing the first cuckoo in spring, Late Swallows from the String Quartet,
Intermezzo from Brigg Fair, tune from String Quartet (2nd mvt.), tune from
Violin Sonata No 2, themes from Song of the high hills. 21pp. Bardic Edition
(sole selling agent Novello & Co Ltd). £5.95
This unusual album is intended for children about 12 years of age and over. The
composer and pianist Ronald Stevenson, a much respected champion ofsuch less
fashionable figures as Busoni. Grainger and Delius, sees Delius's harmonies as
combinations of colours: 'I think of the characteristic colour of his music as
turquoise - a mixture of blue and green: the blue of the sea and sky; the green
of nature. His music sings of sky and sea, hills and dales, fields and rivers.'
In his editorial note he shows how the combination of the triads of D minor
(representing the cold, blue north) and F major (the warm, green south)
produces Delius's favourite harmony, the chord of the added sixth.
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Stevenson has selected widely, from opera, choraL orchestral and chamber
works, giving a good flavour of the piquancy of Delius's very individual
harmony. How it will strike the newcomer who is unfamiliar with the textures of
the original works is difficult to guess, but the amateur pianist of no fixed
grade might well enjoy the harmonic 'feel' as he makes his way through the
pieces in this slim volume. Be warned that the standard of young pianists is
probably higher than it used to be: nowhere on the title page is the word
'easy' to be seen. The editor has wisely avoided any over-simplification.
The first cuckoo as transcribed here starts about half way through the score
at the point where the first violins enter pianissimo, and continues to the end
with a cut of nine bars. (In the seventh bar on page 10 the accidental should
be on the F and not the A, and some may want to add a quaver B flat after the
minim C in the penultimate bar.) The last piece consists of three sections from
The song of the high hills in stark juxtaposition. Here the newcomer would do
well to listen to the whole work in order to understand the relationship
between these oddly placed themes.
Two corrections to the biographical note. That 'beloved companion ... to whom
the music ofDelius was ever a joy and a mystery' to whom Beecham dedicated his
Delius biography is surely not lelka as Stevenson suggests, but Betty HumbyBeecham who died in 1958 before the book appeared the following year. He has
also confused the 1899 St lames' Hall Delius concert with Fritz Cassirer's 1907
performance of Appalachia. Delius's father was dead by the time of the later
concert and would have been in no state to comment on his son's doings.
S.F.S.L.
FREDERICKDELIUS: Over the hills andfaraway, recorded 7 May 1950, Studio I,
Abbey Road, London. North country sketches, recorded 14 February 195 1. Eventyr,
recorded l2lanuary and 3 April 1951. Koanga closing scene, recorded 26lanuary
1951. Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, Sir Thomas Beecham. Sony Classical
'British Pageant' SMK58934.
Any Beecham/Delius reissue is almost self-recommending, this one especially so
since, with one exception, Beecham did not record these works again in stereo.
They therefore represent, so to speak, his final thoughts. Recorded on tape,
they all first appeared on 78, apart from Over the hills and far away, a work
which Sir Thomas recorded three times, and surprisingly to date he is the only
conductor to have committed it to disc. All these recordings are making their
first CD appearances and, considering the age of the originals, the mono
transfers are more than acceptable.
This performance of Over the hills is no mere blueprint for the stereo
remake. In many ways it is a more involved reading and one to be preferred. A
small but noticeable divergence is the last of the solo horn calls in the
introduction, much more forward and fortlssimo in this recording (almost
certainly Dennis Brain) than in either of the other two versions (on Beecham 2
and CDS747509-8). Apart from the extraordinary accomplishment of the earlier
Florida Suite, Over the hills is arguably Delius's first fully assured
orchestral score, in many ways more memorable than the later Lebenstanz and a
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considerable advancement on the previous work, the symphonic poem Paa
Viddernethatinhabitssimilarmountain territory. Both theopeningthemeand the
horn call of Overthe hills were used again in the big chorus that opens part two ofA
Mass ofLife.
As Beecham only once recorded NOl1h country sketches commercially. this
release is of special interest. It receives a classic performance. Beecham
scoring most noticeably in the last two movements. Here as ever he shows the
necessity of keeping the music moving. His overall timing is in fact the
fastest on record, 24' 47" compared with 26' 31" from Groves (who is remarkably
close in the first two movements). Mackerras's 27' 02" and Handley's 28' 28",
although Beecham is faster still in the 1959 broadcast on Music & Arts CD-281
at 21' 55". But timings do not provide the secret: it is the phrasing and the
sprightly pointing of the rhythms, Scotch snaps and alL that elevate Beecham's
reading and never allow the impetus to slacken.
That brilliant show-piece Eventyr, in which Delius uncannily conjures up the
half-lights of Norwegian folk-lore, is given an equally stunning performance,
complete with wild men's shouts and prominent xylophone part. The closing scene
from Koanga rounds off this important issue. These last two performances are
not to be confused with the 1934 LPO versions that were included in the Delius
Society 78 volumes, the earlier Eventyr being reissued on Beecham 2. It is also
worth noting that some of the recording dates given in the accompanying CD
booklet differ from those in Michael Gray's Beecham discography. He gives Over
the hills as 7 February 1950 and Nol1h country sketches as 1949 not 1951.
Let us hope that the success of this release will encourage Sony Classical to
reissue the remainder of their Beecham/Delius holdings which have never been
made available on CD. These include Paris. In a summer garden. Appalachia and.
most important of alL A MassofL(fe.
S.F.S.L.
DELIUS: Sea Drift. Songs of Farewell. Songs of Sunset. Sally Burgess, Bryn
TerfeL Waynflete Singers, members of the Bournemouth Symphony Chorus,
Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra, Richard Hickox. Recorded in the Wessex
HalL Poole Arts Centre, 27 & 28 February 1993. CHAN 9214.
This disc is a triumph for all concerned. Delius's choral masterpiece Sea Drift
here receives an outstanding performance. Much of the credit must go to the
soloist Bryn Terfel who, not to mince matters, is superb. He seems to have
entered fully into the spirit of the text, absorbing every nuance of emotion in
his treatment of such passages as Yes, when the stars glisten'd . . :,
'... wafting my hair', and the way he slips into '0 past! 0 happy life!'. It
is this ability to illuminate a particular word, as in 'Wondeiful, causing
tears', that makes his performance so outstanding. He is given unfailing
support by choruses and orchestra alike under Richard Hickox's sensitive
direction. Hickox's first recording of Sea Drift on Argo, with John ShirleyQuirk in good voice, is not lightly to be dismissed. But the more expansive
tempi adopted there made the performance marginally less compelling as a
whole. This new version should disappoint no-one.
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Songs o.fSunset also receives a fine performance. Some members may remember
Richard Hickox conducting this work nearly ten years ago in London's Barbican
Hall. Here he finds just the right tempo for the opening movement. In 'Cease
smiling, Dear!' Sally Burgess proves an ideal partner for Bryn TerfeL and how
beautifully she sings the heart of the work, 'Exceeding sorrow', with an almost
despairing tone of admonishment at the words 'Give over playing'. The more
measured pace adopted for some of the later movements, such as 'By the sad
waters', is sustained by the excellence of the solo and choral contribution.
Nor must the playing of the Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra pass without
comment. Hickox draws on a rich palette of autumnal colouring from this
orchestra celebrating its centenary this year.
The combined choruses manage well the demands of Songs ofFarewell where the
pitch seems constantly to be forced higher. One or two movements are paced with
a touch more urgency than in the February broadcast (Journal Ill. p.22). with
Joy. shipmate. joy! coming across particularly well. Only in the first
movement does the tempo feel to be just a little slow. Sargent's fine reading
(with admittedly less precise choral singing and poorer recording) moves
fractionally faster (3' 41" against 4' 28") with greater effect. But these are
all highly committed performances that have benefited from being preceded by
public concerts. and this disc can be given a strong recommendation. Further
releases can be expected in Chandos's new Delius series and it is worth noting
that while their recordings retail in some shops for as much as £13.50. this
disc can be obtained from select mail order forms for around £10, postage
extra. Consult the Gramophone for details.
S.F.S.L.

FREDERICK DELIUS: Paris: the song of a great city. In a summer garden. Brigg
Fair: an English rhapsody. The walk to the Paradise Garden. On hearing the
.first cuckoo in spring. Summer night on the river. BBC Symphony Orchestra,
Andrew Davis. Recorded in St Augustine's Church, London. December 1992.
Teldec 4509-90845-2.
Like the late Sir John Pritchard whom he succeeded as principal conductor of
the BBC Symphony Orchestra, Andrew Davis has shown particular sympathy for
British music, notably Elgar. Vaughan Williams and Tippett. To these may also
be added Delius, now admitted to Teldec's 'British Line' of composers. Recent
broadcasts have provided ample evidence that Davis is temperamentally wellsuited to Delius's music. Indeed, on the strength of his recent Prom Sea Dr(ft
with Thomas AlIen. and especially the memorable 1980 Edinburgh Festival
performance with the same soloist. one can only hope that these two artists
will record that work as well.
This purely orchestral CD starts with a strong performance of Paris. Davis
takes a fairly leisurely view of In a summer garden, a point that was the more
apparent when his public performance with the BBCSO was broadcast inJune at
about the same time as two broadcasts of Beecham's last recorded version (not
currently available). Nearer Barbirolli than Beecham (especially in the 'river'
section), he gives a sensitive performance, even if he does not point the
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woodwind solos quite as sharply as some. Having said that six bars before
figure 9 the frogs (bassoons and horns) are particularly audible! In Brigg
Fair Oavis brings out both the tenderness and the strength of the orchestral
writing, helped by his strong rapport with the players and a generally well
balanced recording. He lingers lovingly over The walk while adopting a rather
faster pace for Thefirst cuckoo.
It is a pity that this programme did not close with A Song of Summer in view
of the fine Prom performance these artists gave earlier this year. but the
three popular works chosen instead may well make this disc appeal to a wider
market. It would make an excellent Oelius starter to a collection, a good
stocking-filler for someone coming relatively new to this composer. or for that
matter a worthy addition to a collection which already includes these works in
otherrecordings. As a bonus there are Or Fenby's authoritative notes.
S.F.S.L.
THE OELIUS COLLECTION: conducted by Geoffrey Toye: Brigg Fair. London Symphony Orchestra. Kingsway HalL 19 January 1928. from HMV 01442/3; In a summer
garden, London Symphony Orchestra, Kingsway HalL 19 January 1928, from HMV
01696/7; On hearing the first cuckoo in spring. London Symphony Orchestra,
Kingsway HalL 19January 1928, from HMVE505; Summer night on the river, New
Symphony Orchestra. Embassy Cinema. Swiss Cottage. 13 September 1929. from HMV
E544; The walk to the Paradise Garden ,New Symphony Orchestra, Embassy Ci nema.
Swiss Cottage. 13 September 1929, from HMV 01738. Evlyn Howard-Jones (piano):
Dancefor harpsichord, from Columbia 2095M: Five Pieces - Nos. 1.2.4 & 5, from
Columbia 5444; Three Preludes, from Columbia2095M, all recorded in the Central
HalL Westminster,4ApriI1929. GRAINGERconducted by Charles Kennedy Scott:
Brigg Fair arr. Grainger, Norman Stone (tenor), Oriana Madrigal Society, from
HMVE473. Remastered by MichaeIJ. Outton usingCedar2. Outton Laboratories
COAX8006. Timing: 64' 18". Released in conjuction with the Oelius Society.
The first thing to be said about this disc is that it has been issued at the
instigation of the Oelius Society and with its financial assistance. We
therefore hope that as many members as possible will support this venture. But
why should we encourage the transfer ofscratchy old 78s when there are so many
excellent modern recordings of these works? Well, firstly because processes
exist today to 'clean up' old records, often with amazing results, and these
Outton transfers are outstanding. Secondly, and this will pleasantly surprise
many listeners, the performances are first-rate. something that one can now
appreciate the more without having to get up and turn the records over every
four minutes - and no more winding-up the turntable or changing the steel
needle either!
Why these particular recordings? Partly because they have not be reissued
before, but more importantly because they are recordings that Oelius himself
knew and approved. As the accompanying notes explain, there is a particular
poignance attached to the records of In a summer garden because by chance this
was the last music heard by both Frederick and Jelka Oelius, he at Grez and she
while close to death in a Kensington nursing home.
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One might be excused for thinking that during Delius's lifetime the recording
scene was totally dominated by Beecham. In fact his Delius recordings were then
few in number. His first orchestral Delius. on the Columbia label. had been of
The walk to the Paradise Garden and The/irst cuckoo made in December 1927.
Summer night on the river in July 1928. and Brigg Fair begun late 1928 and
completed in July 1929. and then nothing until Paris in April 1934 that was
issued in the first Delius Society volume. Other early Delius recordings were
Henry Wood's Dance Rhapsody No 1 (reissued on Beulah - see News Round-Up) and
Eugene Goossens' Bn'gg Fair and First cllckoo. But the most substantial body of
records to be issued during Delius's lifetime were those made by Geoffrey Toye.
the only recordings in fact made by this composer and conductor who is best
remembered today for his delightful waltz from the ballet The Haunted Ballroom.
Toye had first come to the fore as a conductor in March 1914 when his friend
Bevis Ellis promoted (and shared in the conducting of) two concerts of modern
orchestral music in London 'sQueen 's Hall. These included the first performance
ofVaugham Williams' A London Symphony and the London premiere of the revised
score of In a summer garden. This last work evidently became something of a
favourite of Toye's. He gave several concert and broadcast performances as well
as recording it.
Geoffrey Toye's first Delius recordings met with the approval of the composer
who wrote to him: 'The records are splendid and I am delighted with the way you
conducted them, all three. Your interpretation of these works is most poetical
and understood entirely: I am very grateful to you for having made these
records. Please thank the orchestra from me for having played so beautifully.'
Brigg Fair receives a most poetic reading. Toye handles the introduction and
the slow central section most beautifully. with just a touch of portamento.
Here. as elsewhere, the side joins have been managed most skilfully. The
observant listener will notice that at the first 'change-over' at [15] the solo
flute lead-in note is missing. For some reason Toye evidently chose to start
the second side on the first heat of the bar and dispense with the linking
quaver. Listening to In a summer garden we can understand Delius's pleasure.
Toye may not bring Beecham's subtleties to the work but he has a sure grasp of
its structure and as regards pace his is an exemplary performance. His
remaining records, which include a passionately-felt Walk, give equal pleasure.
The pianist Evlyn Howard-Jones was a much-loved friend of Delius's (providing
he didn't steer the conversation towards religion!) and his interpretation of
the Piano Concerto Delius considered 'the best he had ever heard'. A frequent
visitor to Grez, he was widely regarded as a fine exponent of Bra hms, Bach and
Delius. His recorded legacy is very small (there is a Moonlight Sonata for
Columbia) so these few Delius recordings are all the' more to be cherished,
especially when he was the dedicatee of some of them. Howard-Jones recorded
these pieces six months before playing them at the 1929 Delius Festival. And
what an amazing delicacy of touch and freedom of expression they reveal! One
record has always been extremely rare as it was only released in America, and
here we must acknowledge Malcolm Walker's invaluable assistance in making
copies available for these transfers.
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The last item on this disc remembers that fine choral trainer Charles
Kennedy-Scott for whose Oriana Madrigal Society Delius wrote the part-song To
be sung oJ a summer night on thf water. At the time of the Delius centenary in
1962. Kennedy-Scott (who died three years later) gave a late-night broadcast of
Delius part-songs with this choir, but he was not to issue any commercial
recordings of them. The next best thing, then, is this fine rendering of
Grainger's Brigg Fair which brings the disc full circle. being the inspiration
for Delius's rhapsody with which it begins.
It is only fitting that money from the Estelle Palmley Memorial Fund should
have supported this issue. Another Delius reissue from the Dutton Laboratories
is being planned. The success of this present one might even encourage others.
S.F.S.L.

PERCY GRAINGER: Piano Music for Four Hands. Volume 1SHE C09611: In a Nutshell,
Spoon River, When the world was young. Molly on the Shore. Hill Song No 2,
Country Gardens. Mowgli's Song against People. Eastern Intermezzo. English
Waltz. The Wraith of Odin. Always merry and bright. The Duke of Marlborough
Fanfare. A Lincolnshire Posy. Volume II SHE CD9623: Over the Hills and Far
Away, Shepherd's Hey. Hill Song No 1, Handel in the Strand. Harvest Hymn. The
Widow's Pany, The Lonely Desen Man sees the tents oJ the Happy Tribes, The
Rival Brothers. The Warriors 11 (Room Music), Two musical relics of my mother.
Let's dance gay. Blithe Bells, Pritteling Pratelling Pretty Poll Parrot.
Volume III SHE CD963l: Cyril Scott arr. Grainger Three Symphonic Dances,
Grainger Youthful Tone- Works, Delius arr. Grainger A Dance Rhapsody (No 1),
Grieg arr. Grainger Knut Lurasen:S' Hailing I/, Addinsell arr. Grainger
Festival, Claude le Jeune arr. Grainger La Bel' Aronde (1st and 2nd versions),
Grainger Early one morning, Ye Banks and Braes. Tiger Tiger, Walking TIme,
Gershwin arr. Grainger Embraceable you, Fantasy on Themes from Gershwin's Porgy
and Bess. Penelope Thwaites and John Lavender. These discs are available from
Pearl on special order until the end of March 1994 at £10.50 each, inclusive of
postage in the UK but with additional charge of £2.50 for Europe and Eire.
£3.50 for USA and Canada. £4 for Australasia, South America, South Africa,
Middle East and Africa (minimum charge for 1-3 items). Orders to Pavilion
Records, Sparrows Green, Wadhurst, East Sussex TN5 6SJ (0892-783591).
Those who already possess the five 'Dished up for Piano' volumes ofGrainger's
piano music played by Martin Jones on Nimbus need have little worry about
duplication. Only three works are common to both sets: Over the hills and Jar
away, Spoon River and Delius's Dance Rhapsody No 1. In all other cases where
the titles may seem to be duplicated, Nimbus gives us the solo piano version
while here on Pearl we have the four-handed equivalent. And, like the Nimbus
set, what a treasure trove Pearl is offering us.
Each disc mixes the familiar with the unfamiliar. with a number of works that
will quite likely be new even to the Grainger enthusiast. In volume one The
Wraith of Odin is the 1922 two-piano reduction of a work written in 1903 for
two choruses and orchestra, a treatment of the same ghostly episode dealt
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eerily by Elgar in his King Olaf Always merry and bright is an earlier version
of Mock Morris. The Warriors II in volume two bears hardly any relation to the
similarly-named larger work (whose piano version for six hands puts it outside
the scope of these volumes). Grainger's sketches for this piece have been
realised by a number of people including the present performers, and its
central section is the Bridal Lullaby that has enjoyed a much wider circulation
as the title music for the Merchant Ivory film of E M Forster's Howards End.
Who but Grainger could have come up with the alliterative title Pritteling
Pratelling Pretty Poll Parrot, which turns out to be a delightful earlier
version of the Gumsuckers' .March.
Volume three chiefly includes arrangements of the music of others, opening
with the Three Symphonic Dances that were fashioned from Cyril Scotfs Second
Symphony after its single performance at the 1903 Proms. The second Dance is
close in mood to Grainger's Youthful Rapture with which it is roughly
contemporaneous. The Addinsell piece is not the Warsaw Concerto but comes
instead from the incidental music for the Emlyn Williams play Trespass'.
Delius's Dance Rhapsody No 1 comes off splendidly, a tribute to both the
arranger and the performers, and Grainger's Porgy and Bess Fantmy brings the
set to a rousing conclusion. The recordings are excellent and these artists are
so sympathetic to Grainger's every turn of idiom that their performances are a
constant delight. Notice the details given above for the special offer which
lasts until the end of March.
S.F.S.L.

BEATRICE HARRISON CELLO PIECES. Delius Caprice andElegy (with orchestra
conducted by Eric Fenby); Elgar Idylle (with Herbert Dawson, organ); Herbert
Hughes Bard oJ Armagh (with orch. cond. Sargent), Air in B, Blackbird Reel.
Lament of Fanaid Grove; Samartini Suite Ancienne; Trad. Londonderry Air;
Rimsky-Korsakov Chant Hindu; Kreisler Liebeslied. LiebesJreud (with orch. cond.
Collingwood), Viennese Melody (Margaret Harrison, piano); Grainger Youthful
Rapture (with orch. cond. Sargent); Corelli 0 Sanctissima; R Strauss Morgen;
Cyril Scott Pastorale and Reel (Margaret Harrison, piano). Produced by
Symposium Records for the Harrison Sisters' Trust. HSTOOl (cassette). £6.
Available from Symposium Records, 110 Derwent Avenue, East Barnet, Herts.
EN48LZ.
Yet another fascinating collection of Beatrice Harrison's recordings, and one
that fortunately avoids duplication, apart from the Caprice and Elegy which is
currently available on the Testament CD (Journal 110 pp.16-17). Elgar's Idylle
with organ accompaniment is a real rarity, never issued before, and the Corelli
OSanctissima and May Harrison's arrangementofStrauss 'sMorgen both bringthe
three sisters together on disc for the only time. There are two live recordings
with the nightingales, a welcome re-issue of Grainger's YouthJul Rapture, and a
moving performance of Herbert Hughes' Lament of Fanaid Grove. While many
historical reissues today are given the 'Cedar' treatment, these straight
transfers remind us how 78s used to sound.
S.F.S.L.
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THE ESTELLE PALMLEY MEMORIAL FUND
Threading through the entries under 'Palmley. Estelle' in Stephen Lloyd's
excellent Index to the first 100 issues of the Journal. I came across Estelle's
letter in Journal 41 (October 1973). following her standing down as Honorary
Secretary of the Society, after 10 years' peerless and priceless service. In it
she wrote: 'I have had a wonderful time as Hon. Secretary. despite the hard
work ... and I remain a devoted memberofthe Delius Society.'
Such hard work! Such devotion! Such generosity! Such welcoming
friendliness! All these qualities . . . and more! . . . came out in the
collective obituaries from friends and members in Journal 87 (Autumn 1985).
Memories inevitably fade and those who know Estelle only by name and oral
tradition should read those glowing tributes.
Every society should have an Estelle! Our current advertising slogan - it
appeared in this year's Three Choirs programmes at Worcester - is 'One of the
liveliest and most welcoming music societies in the country'. The thread of
liveliness and welcome was woven unbreakably for us by Estelle and remains
strong today. We treasure it and remember her with love and thanksgiving.
Perhaps in a year or two, when Stephen has space in the Journal, we can
republish these tributes, and perhaps latter-day ones as well.
The Estelle Palmley Memorial Fund was officially launched at the 1987 AGM. An
important aim was To subsidise occasional live performances ofDelius's music
for the pleasure of members' (see Journal 95 Winter 1988 p.20). and it was
fitting that the first of these was Tasmin Little's sparkling recital at the
1988 Cambridge AGM week-end. But the Committee. as 'trustees' of the Fund. have
interpreted their terms of reference broadly. We felt. for example, that it was
entirely appropriate to havepre-dinnerdrinks atthe 1992Scarborough week-end
on the Fund and to raise our glasses to the memory of Estelle. Fund money also
went into the Index to the Delius Society Journal 1-100 and goes into the
special Koanga issue, coming soon. Estelle would have been delighted that
the Fund has also contributed to the Society's first-ever commercial venture.
the Geoffrey Toye Delius recordings now in the shops. There will be other ways
of remembering and honouring Estelle as time goes on, so that her work and her
spirit live on in the unfolding history ofour Society.
Derek Cox, Hon. Treasurer

GRIEG AND DELIUS
Book OtTer

The publishers of Lionel Carley's Grieg and Delius: a chronicle of their
friendship in letters are offering copies to members of the Delius and Grieg
Societies at the special rate of £17.50 (inclusive of postage) instead of the
normal retail price of£19.95. Cheques should be made payable to Marion Boyars
Publishers Ltd at 24 Lacy Road, London SWl5 1NL. A review will appear in the
spring Journal.
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A DELIUS WORLD PREMIERE
At the Royal Festival Hall on Tuesday 15 June. as part of a programme to mark
the 150th anniversary of Grieg's birth. Per Dreier conducted the Royal
Philharmonic Orchestra in Delius's orchestration of Grieg's Norwegian Bridal
Procession. This work. familiar enough as a piano piece or indeed as scored by
Halvorsen for orchestra. was until now unknown in its Delian dressing. The
draft score in penciL dated 2 December 1889 while Delius was staying at
Croissy-sur-Seine. required very little editorial work for its realisation in.
performance. That it took place at all is due to the efforts of Lionel Carley
and Robert Threlfall. As Anthony Payne wrote in The Independent. 'although
lacking the adroitness Delius later commanded. the arrangement possesses poetic
insight. and made a fascinating addition to the programme.' A second
performance was given when the programme was repeated in Birmingham.

NEWS ROUND-UP
• On Friday 2 July at the Purcell Room. South Bank Centre. London. Gemini
presented a concert entitled 'Frankfurt & Beyond' which included Delius's
Violin Sonata No 3 (Caroline Balding and Andrew Ball). together with works by
Grai nger. Gardiner. Quilter. Scottand Grieg. The programme bookand the poster
featured the striking 1923 photograph of Grainger with Jelka and Frederick
Delius taken in Frankfurt.
• The September issue of Classic CD included a wide-ranging and wellillustrated article 'Delius: music for all seasons?' by its editor. Rob
Ainsley. With a helpful chronology and a list of major works. it examined
Delius's musical response to the changing seasons. The accompanying 'free' CD
contained Andrew Davis's new recording from Teldec of Summer night on the river
(reviewed in this issue). Delius was not forgotten in that magazine's October
issue. for this time its CD included the opening six minutes from Richard
Hickox's recording of Paris (see Journal 109. p.21).
• The principal theme of Appalachia was used as the title music for Ken
Russel1'sLady Chatterley. his four-part adaptation for BBCTV ofD. H. Lawrence's
Lady Chatterley's Lover. shown in June. One of the unexpected delights was the
extensive and exclusive use made of British music. most noticeably of HoIst.
Frank Bridge, Elgar and Delius. all of which was specially recorded by Barry
Wordsworth and the London Philharmonic Orchestra. Substantial Delius extracts
were used. from North country sketches. Appalachia. Hassan, and other works.
Even cuckoo sounds were incongruously added at the start of a long stretch of
The first cuckoo. At climactic moments the Shelley motto to Elgar's Second
Symphony and The Procession of Protracted Death from Hassan took on new
meanings. It is a great pity that the closing credits did not identify any of
the music used.
• The BBC Radio 4 programme 'John Waiters in a Surrey Cemetery', broadcast on
5 October and repeated five days later. centred on St Peter's Church.
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Limpsfield. Among the notable personalities buried there are Frederick and
Jelka Delius. SirThomas Beecham, and members ofthe Harrison family. During
the half-hour programme. Margaret Harrison talked to John Waiters about Delius
and Elgar. and extracts from recordings made by her and her sister Beatrice
were played.
• Yehudi Menuhin's recording of Delius's Violin Concerto (with Meredith Davies
conducting the RPO) has been reissued on a mid-price EMI CDM 764 7252. coupled
with the Elgar Concerto.
• A fine Walk to the Paradise Garden is one item in a live concert given by
Sir Thomas Beecham and the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra at the Palazza
Scholastico. Ascona on 20 October 1957. and now issued on an Ermitage CD,
ERMI32. This programme from the RPO's tour of Europe also includes Beethoven's
Seventh Symphony, the Handel-Beecham suite Love in Bath and the Alia Marcia
from Sibelius's Karelia Suite. In excellent sound, this CD, which was a
Saturday Daily Telegraph bargain recommendation in September, retails in some
shops at £5.95.
• The Serenade from Hassan is one of fifteen thoughtfully chosen works on
Julian Lloyd-Webber's latest CD from Philips, 434 917-2, in which he is
accompanied by John Lenehan. The disc also includes Elgar's Romance, more
familiar perhaps in its bassoon version, Dvorak's Songs my mother taught me (a
favourite of Beatrice Harrison's), and others pieces ranging from Villa-Lobos,
Scriabin, Grieg and Debussy to Messiaen. The Hassan Intermezzo and Serenade
also appears on 'A Musical Heritage' in Sony Classical's 'British Pageant'
series, SMK58936, with Raymond Leppard conducting the English Chamber
Orchestra.
• Two historical CDs from Beulah contain Delius items. Sir Henry Wood's
pioneering recording of Dance Rhapsody No 1 is reissued on 1PD3, 'Sir Henry's
Themes & Variations', while 2PD4, '78 Classics Volume 2', includes Geoffrey
Toye's recording of the Walk to the Paradise Garden. All the Toye Delius
recordings, meanwhile, are available on Michael Dutton's 'Cedar' processed
release CDAX8006 reviewed in this issue. La Calinda appears on another Dutton
CD, 'Vintage Beecham', CDLX700J Re-releases of more modem recordings include
the Brodsky Quartet pairing the Delius and Elgar Quartets on ASV CD DCA526, and
Daniel Barenboim's 1975 readings with the English Chamber Orchestra of The
.first cuckoo. Summer night on the river. Two aquarelles and the Intermezzo from
Fennimore and Gerda are on DG 439 529-2GGA.
• Robert Threlfallhas kindly written to point out that the two Delius
arrangements by Dom Gregory Murray mentioned in the previous Journal are in
fact English publications, available from Kevin Mayhew Ltd, Rattlesden, Bury St.
Edmunds, Suffolk, IP30 OSZ (teI. 0449 737978).
• Delius fared particularly well in BBC broadcasts during the summer months.
Two Wigmore Hall song recitals that were part of last year's Tender is the
North' Festival of Scandinavian Arts were recorded for later broadcast. Barbara
Bonney's programme on 15 November of Grieg, Delius, Stenhammar and Sibelius
was heard on Radio 3 on 18 July. Solveig Kringelbom's recital on 24 November
broadcast on 12 June included settings of Henrik Ibsen and Arne Garborg by
Grieg, Adolf Soderman, Stenhammar, Vagn Holmboe, Wemer Egk Hugo Wolf and
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Delius. Both chose songs from Delius's 1890 Lieder aus dem Norwegischen, and
their respective accompanists were Geoffrey Parsons and Ivar Anton Waagaard.
Both recitals were of a very high order. with Barbara Bonney in particular
bringing a ravishing tone to the Delius songs.
In a broadcast on 29 July Paul Silverthorne (viola) and John Constable
(piano) performed Delius's Violin Sonata No 3 in the Tertis arrangement. The
previous day Tasmin Little and Martin Roscoe were heard in the Second Violin
Sonata from a Manchester recital recorded in April.
Andrew Davis conducted the BBCSO in In a summer garden at an all-British
concert recorded last year in the Corn Exchange. Bedford and broadcast on 27
June. (This was the concert referred to in the third item in last issue's News
Round-Up). The same forces were heard on 5 September in The walk to the
Paradise Garden and Summer night on the river from a concert recorded in March
at the Sheldonian Theatre, Oxford, and in both of the Two Pieces for Orchestra
from December concert given at the Hexagon, Reading broadcast on 9 August.
The Proms included four Delius works: Song ofsum mer on 19 July with Andrew
Davis and the BBCSO. on 29 July a particularly fine performance of the Cello
Concerto from Alexander Baillie and the BBC Concert Orchestra conducted by
Vernon Handley, Sea Drift on 22 August with Thomas AlIen and the BBCSO
conducted again by Andrew Davis, and on the Last Night Dance Rhapsody No 2 with
Barry Wordsworth conducting the BBCSO.
Tasmin Little, to whom our congratulations are due on her marriage in the
summer. was much in evidence on the air. In addition to her Delius Sonata
broadcast she was June Knox-Mawer's guest on 27 June in the Radio 4 programme
'Concerto' when she spoke amongst another things about her championing of
Delius. The programme concluded with her recording of the Delius Concerto.
More recently, on 15 October in Radio 3's 'Youth Orchestras of the World'
series, the Goldsmiths' Sinfonia, conducted by Edward Gregson. played Brigg
Fair.
• The centenary ofC. W. Orr. composer and friend of Delius, was marked by a
broadcast talk given on 29 July by Christopher Palmer, and by a festival held
in Orr's home town of Painswick, Gloucestershire. over the week-end of 30 July
to 1 August. Rather surprisingly - shortsightedly, one might say - no Delius
work was performed.
• Higham HalL the Lake District's residential study centre at Bassenthwaite,
Cockermouth. Cumbria, is offering a day course on Sunday 13 February on 'Delius
and his songs without words'. The course will deal with the four concertos, the
tutor is Andrew Seivewright and the cost for three lectures, tea and evening
buffet is £15. Advanced booking is necessary. For further information and
reservations, ring 07687-76276.
• Over 50 members and guests enjoyed an excellent luncheon and AGM at the RAF
Club, Piccadilly, on Saturday 29 May. Those present were John Addison, Felix
Aprahamian. Mrs. Vandra Ashley. Charles Barnard. Roger and Elizabeth Buckley.
Ellie Caswell. Paul ChennelL Derek Cox, Marjorie Dickinson. John Michael East,
Diane Eastwood, Anne Gardiner. Roland and Jean Gibson, Henry Gregory, Michel
le HariveL Raymond Harvey, Bernard Howell, Louis and Mary Jones. Richard
Kitching, Squadron Leader Anthony Lindsey and Mrs Kay Lindsey. George andJilly
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Little, Tasmin Little, Stephen Lloyd, Jan McPherson, Jonathan and Catherine
Maddox, George Manchester, Rodney Meadows, Michael Nesbit, Richard and Kate
Packer, Kevin Pearcy, Brian and Jo Radford, Jose Rialp, Shelagh Raczynska,
Cynthia Seabrook, Anthony Summers, Martin andJuneTaylor, RobertandJoan
Threlfall, Rachel Lowe Dugmore, Malcolm Walker, Terry Watson and John White.
Our thanks are due to Jonathan Maddox for so efficiently organising such an
enjoyable occasion, and to Squadron Leader Anthony Lindsay who, as our sponsor,
was instrumental in the Society using such an excellent venue.
• Please note that Michelle Harivel's telephone number for information on the
Grez Festival next year is OlD 33 164458147. The number given in the last issue
had one 33 too many.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Thursday 2 December at 7 p.m.

B.M.I.e., lD Stratford Place, London Wl

Delius Society meeting: 'Walt Whitman and Delius', a talk by Dawn Redwood.

Manchester

Saturday 4 December 1993 at 7.30 p.m.

The University Chorus and Orchestra conducted by Keith Elcombe perform Delius's
Sea Drift and Walton's Belshazzar's Feast, with Christopher Underwood
(baritone), in Whitworth Hall, University of Manchester. Tickets from Dept. of
Music: 061-275-4982.

Tuesday 21 Decemberat7.30p.m.

St Paul's CathedraL London

Delius's Sleigh Ride in the RPO's Christmas concert of carols for choir. The
chief item is Malcolm Arnold's The Holly and the Ivy. Booking 071-6388891.

1994
Tuesday 18 January at 7 p.m.

B.M.I.e., 10 Stratford Place, London W1

De1ius Society meeting: Lewis Foreman talks on Delius and Bax.

Sunday 13 February

Higham Hall, Cockermouth, Cumbria

The Lake District's residential study centre is offering a day course on 'Delius
and his songs without words'. See News Round-Up for details.
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Thursday 24 February at 7 p.m.

B.M.I.C., 10 Stratford Place, London Wl

Delius Society meeting: Stephen Lloyd presents a programme to mark the centenary
of E J Moeran. A guest speaker will be Lionel Hill, a close friend of Moeran and
the author of the memoir Lonely Waters. He will be willing to sign copies
brought to the meeting by members.

Saturday 19 March
Delius Society Midlands Branch meeting: Charles Barnard presents a 'Life of
Granville Bantock'. Time and place to be announced
Tuesday 29 March at 7 p.m.

RM.I.C., 10 Stratford Place, London Wl

Delius Society meeting: Lyndon Jenkins will talk on Brigg Fair and In a summer
garden.
Friday 27-Sunday 29 May and Friday 3-Sunday 5June

Grez-sur-Loing, France

A projected Festival at Grez-sur-Loing, centred on the music of Delius, to be
spread over these two week-ends. No further information is to hand since the
last Journal but members will be informed when plans are finalised.
Wednesday 1June at 7.30 p.m.

Royal Festival Hall, London

Delius's A Mass of Life. Sir Charles Mackerras conducts the London Choral
Society and the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. Soloists to be announced.

Wednesday 29 June at 7.30 p.m.

Royal Festival Hall, London

Royal Philharmonic Society concert: Delius's Lebenstanz and Requiem, together
with HoIst's Egdon Heath and Elgar's Cello Concerto. Edward Downes conducts the
BBC Philharmonic.

Saturday 20 August

RAF Club, Piccadilly, London

Delius Society AGM and luncheon. Further details and a booking form will be
circulated to members in the late spring.
Further details of Delius Society events can be obtained from Programme
Secretary Brian Radford, 21 Cobthome Drive, Allestree, Derby DE3 2SY.
Telephone: 0332 552019 (home) or 0332 42442 ext. 3563 (work).
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